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Castech has manufactured bronze plaques for over 20 
years and has gained a reputation for high quality.  Castech 
combines modern technology of computer generated 
typesetting, graphic designs, polymer pattern production, 
with traditional sand casting and �nishing techniques.

BRONZE MEMORIAL PLAQUES

INDUSTRY LEADERS IN PLAQUES

C A S T I N G  &  M A C H I N I N GFor excellence in

Create a lasting impression with a 

plaque cra�ed by Castech...

“ Castech is dedicated to perfecting the 

design and manufacture of quality cast plaques 

that withstand the test of time... ”

www.castech.co.nz

WHY CHOOSE BRONZE?
Bronze is a copper based alloy and is an extremely long 

lasting and durable material. Many bronze statues 

around the world have lasted hundreds of years.

Raised lettering means it can always be read even a�er 

many years.

Lichen and fungus does not grow on bronze plaques 

compared with granite or marble.
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HOW TO FIND US:



Bronze plaques can be combined with granite, stone, 

rock or any composite to create a wonderful memorial. 

   

OPEN BOOK - with changeable pages BRONZE PLAQUES ON STONE

All plaques are hand fettled and �nished with traditional 
dark bronze patina background. �e plaque then has a 
baked clear coat to provide long lasting �nish. 
Alternatively plaques can have a painted background to a 
speci�c colour or can be chrome plated.

A beautifully cra�ed embossed open book design that 
has replaceable pages �tted to a base frame. �is allows 

for either page to be replaced at any time if an additional 

inscription is required. It also can be supplied with one 

full page. 

A wide range of border options and styles are 
available, along with an extensive range of 
embellishments or custom designs if required.

Right page replaced to create 

a double inscription

<

A single inscription with an 

embellishment >

BRONZE MEMORIAL PLAQUES

Plaques can be made to any shape and size, to comply with 

any local cemetery requirements that may apply. A free 

inscription lay-up service is o�ered for all memorial plaques.
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